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PART _ A

A,l the first ten questions are compulsory and each carries 1 mark.

^ 1 . Construct a truth table for the compound statement - (p 
^ 

q) <+ [(- p)" (- q)]

2. Write the negation statement of "lf (a,,) is monotone and bounded, then (a") is

convergent.

3. lf the function g(n, m\ = n' + n + m , where n and m are posilive integers. Then
find g(16, 17) .

4. Lel f be the function given by f(x)= 4x .7. Use the contrapositive implication to

prove the statement. lf x.+x.,, then f(x,)+f(x2).

P,T,O,



6.

7.

5. Given an example of a reiation which is reflexive but not symmetric and not
transitive.

Find the slope of x - secf, y = tant al t tt13.

Find the arc length of the spiral r = e'' ,O d:i .

8. Find an equation for the ellipse with foci (0, t2) and major axis with end points
(0, r 4).

9. Find the norm of v .- 3i + 2j + k .

10. Find the vector orthogonal to both of the vectors
n -(-7, 2, 1).

13. Let S= ixeR,xr0l. Foreach xES,

14. Define a relation R on N ;< N by (a, b)R (c. d) ilf al = cn .

(a) Find an equivalence class with exactly two elements.'

(b) Find an equivalence class with exactly tour elements.

u = (2, - 1,3) and

('10xI=10Marks)

PART B

Answer any eight questions 11 to 22. Each question carries 2 marks.

1 1 . Write the four different types of negation statement of " 75' > 0:N + Vn , if n z N ,

then vx in S, ]ltn(x) f(x)i.r".

12. lf r in rational and ' in irrational, than prove that xy is irrational.

ret A,l-f 1l Find 0Ar'
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'15. Let /:ArB and g:B+C be two injective funclions. Show that the
composition 9.f :A +C is injective.

16. Find all values of t at which the pararnetric curye. x = 2 sin t, y = 4 c.651

(0 < t <2tr) has horizontal tangent line.

17. Find the polar coordinates of the point P whose rectangular coordinates are

\ 2, z'tr).

' 18 Sketch the graph r = cos 2d. Also verify it is syn]metric or not.

19. Find the area of the region inside the cardioid r =2+2ws0 and outside the circle
r-3.

20 Describe the surface whose equation is 2x'+2y'+22'-2x-3y+52 2=0.

21. Find the angle between a diagonal of a cube and one of its edges.

22. Lel u and y be non-zero vectors in 3 - pace, and let d be the angle between
these vectors when they are positioned so their initial points coincide. Prove that
lu,v]=lu vl sin a.

(8x2=16Marks)

N PART _ C

Answer any six questions Jrom questions 23 to 31. Each question carry 4 marks.

23 Define a new sentential connective v , called nor by the following trulh table.
p q pvq
TT F
TF F
FT F
FF F

(a) Use a truth table to show that pV p is logically equivalent to - p.

(b) Complete a truth table for (pvp)v (qriq).
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24 Find a and [1" , I or each coltection F .

a
\a) P

U,.

li 41
1-1+ l n-Nlll nl I

l[,-,.1 ,,.=rf11 nl I

a
\b) d-

26

by xRY ifllx-yl<2.

parameter and indicates the direction of

rct P =t,12.x|,x eRand n>zl

\d) F = l[o,sl,h s][z ali

25. Determine which of the three properties (reflexive symmetric and transitive)
apply to each relation.

(a) Let S be the set of people in the school. Define R on S xRY iff "n likes

v"

(b) Let R be the relatjon on R given

Sketch the curve by eliminating the
increasing,

(a) x=3t 4. y=6t+2

I -t(b) I=secl. y lant rt 3.
z

27 Describe the graph of the equation x'? - y: -4x -8y -21=0.

28. Find the total arc length ofthe cardiord r=1+cosd.

29. Determine whether u=14, 1,61 and v=' 3,0 2 make an a cute angle, an

obtuse angle or orthogonal.
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30. Find the parametric equattons of the line that satislies the stateci conditions :

(a) The line that is tangent to the circle x'z + y2 = 25 at the polnt (3, -4)

(b) The line through the origin that in parallel to the line given by
x=t,y = 1+4,2=2.

J 31 Sketch the graph of hyperboloid of two sheets z'? x'?

(6x4=24Marks)

Answer any two from questions 32

32. Prove the following :

(a) There exists an integer n

PART _ D

to 35. Each question carry 15 marks.

For every real number x>5, there exists a real
5v

v'3

this integer unique?

number y<0 such that

I

log is irrational.

For every positive integer nr + 4n + 8 is even.

Define a relation R on the set of all integers Z by xRY iII x = y =2k lor
some integer K. Verify that R is an equivalence relation and describe the
equivalence class Es. How many distinct equivalence classes are there?

Let f .A+B and g:B )C by bijective functions show that the

composition 9"f .A .>C is bijective and lS"f )' =f '.g'.

Y' 
= I

4

such that n'+31=1.|s
2

(b)

I
(c

(d

33 (a

(b)
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34. (a) Find the slope of lhe tangent line 10 the circle r = 4cosa at the point where

0=L.
4

(b) Find the points on the cardioid r=1 cosq at which there is a horizontal
tangent line, a vertical tangent line or a singular point.

35. (a) Find the equation ofthe plane through the points q(1, 2, 1),P,(2,3,1) and

P.\3, 1.2\.

(b) Determine whether the planes 3x 4y +52=0 and -6x +8y -102-4 =Q -are parallel.

(c) Let t, . x =1+4t,y =5 4t,z=-1+5t,Lz. x=2+8t, y =4-3t,2=5+t be

iwo lines. Are the lines parallel?

(2 \ 15 = 30 Marks)
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